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LOGOS
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Greenﬁber Logo
Primary Logo

Secondary Logo

The Greenfiber logo is our most valuable asset. Simple yet boldly
distinguishable, the primary logo consists of the Greenfiber word mark,
the leaf icon and the product description text.

The secondary logo consists of the Greenfiber word mark and leaf icon and
should only be used in instances where the product description text is too
small to easily read (at least 6 pt).

Outlined logo
The outlined logo should be used on any color or
photographic background, making sure the logo
colors are distinguishable from the background.

Reversed logo
The white logo should used when not printing in color
and placed on a background or photo with a value of
60% black or more.

Black logo
The black logo should be used when not printing in
color and placed on a light background or photo with
a value of 30% black or less.
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Logos are available in the Greenfiber toolbox:
greenfiber.com/retailers/retailer-toolbox

Logo Usage
Minimum Size Requirements

Clear Space

The minimum recommended sizes for each
Greenfiber logo are shown below.

Adherence to the clear space standards provides a consistent look to the
Greenfiber logo, protecting its proprietary nature and defending against
unauthorized use.

Any reproduction of the logo must remain legible
regardless of size, usage or production.
To make sure product description text is legible,
“blow-in insulation” should be no smaller than
0.06” tall.

Below are specifications to determine the minimum distance between the
Greenfiber logo and other visual elements.
Use the HEIGHT of the “r” on the text side of the logo
Use the WIDTH of the “r” on the leaf side of the logo

0.06 inch
minimum height

When determining the appropriate amount of clear space, the “r” in the
Greenfiber logo should be used as a guide, surrounding the identity and
preventing other visual elements from intruding.
The height of the “r” should be used to determine spacing on the text side of the
logo. The width of the “r” should be used to determine spacing on the leaf side.
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Logo Misusage
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The word logo cannot be separated from leaf icon.

The Greenfiber logo should never be angled
within a composition.

The Greenfiber logo should never be stretched.

Other design elements should never
invade the space of the Greenfiber logo.

The Greenfiber logo should never be skewed.

The Greenfiber logo should never include
a drop shadow.

Logo Application
The logo should be legible when placed on top of a photo or busy background.
When working with a busy background, it is important to find or create an area that
contrasts with the imagery so that the logo is easily read.

Correct

Incorrect

Correct
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Correct

Incorrect

Incorrect

COLOR
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Color Palette
Primary
Green

Black
PANTONE® 368 C

PANTONE Black 7 C

CMYK: 60 00 100 00

CMYK: 65 61 64 54

RGB: 114 191 68

RGB: 61 57 53

HEX: 72bf44

HEX: 3d3935

Tints of both brand colors may be used when appropriate.
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Color Palette
Secondary
Secondary colors are mainly used in supplemental marketing and presentation
materials and are best used when creating charts, graphs or other infographics.

Medium Green

Light Green

Dark Green

Orange

Blue

Violet

CMYK: 74 21 100 06
RGB: 77 145 42
HEX: 4d912a

CMYK: 68 09 100 00
RGB: 94 172 54
HEX: 5eac36

CMYK: 81 36 100 29
RGB: 47 101 47
HEX: 2f652f

CMYK: 03 77 96 00
RGB: 234 95 41
HEX: ea5f29

CMYK: 70 10 30 00
RGB: 61 174 181
HEX: 44b0b5

CMYK: 70 60 20 00
RGB: 100 110 153
HEX: 646e99

Tints of both brand colors may be used when appropriate.
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TYPOGRAPHY
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Typography

Fonts are available in the Greenfiber toolbox:
greenfiber.com/retailers/retailer-toolbox

Headline Copy
For any main headline or message,
Chalet-NewYorkNineteenSixty must be used.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk
0123456789
Chalet-NewYorkNineteenSixty - Headline Copy

Subhead Copy
Any headline of lesser importance or subhead should
be in Chalet-NewYorkNineteenSixty.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk
0123456789
Chalet-NewYorkNineteenSixty - Subhead Copy

Body Copy
For all other body copy, Chalet-LondonNineteenSixty
in sentence case will be used.

Sample copy:
Our blow-in insulation products easily ﬁll every gap and void.
In addition, certain products are speciﬁcally designed for wet spray
applications such as walls and some attics. We recommend using a
professional contractor for wet spray applications.

Chalet-LondonNineteenSixty - Body Copy
Caption Title Copy
For all caption titles, Hand of Sean can be used.

Hand of Sean - Caption Title Copy
Powerpoint Presentation Copy
For all titles, subtitles, Arial can be used.
Headings: Arial Bold - 25 pt
Subheads: Arial Bold - 18 pt
Body / bullet points: Arial Regular - 18 pt
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Sample Heading
Our blow-in insulation products easily fi ll every gap and void.
In addition, certain products are specifically designed...

Arial - Powerpoint Presentation Copy

PHOTOGRAPHY
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Photography
Photography provides not just a quick representation of
Greenfiber, but serves as a powerful catalyst for a better
understanding of the company and its products.
Greenfiber’s photography showcases the ease of
installation in buildings along with the benefit and joy the
consumer gets from using Greenfiber products.
With a controlled color palette focusing on green,
Greenfiber’s photography reinforces the idea of “Green
goes with everything.”

If your message is directed to contractors, you should
use more technical photos, showing workers, jobsite
prep or product installation. If your communication is
targeting general public/consumers, you should use
more lifestyle photography.

Illustration
Spot illustration can be used secondarily to photography
as an accent to help illustrate the topic being presented.
Illustrations should not be used as the primary visual in
general communication.
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Images are available in the Greenfiber toolbox:
greenfiber.com/retailers/retailer-toolbox

ASSETS
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Brand Examples

Seasonal Promo Banner

Product Catalog

Trade Show Banner
Email Graphics
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Greenﬁber Contact
By using the Greenfiber marks and brand assets herein, you agree
to follow these guidelines, as well as our Terms of Service and
rules and policies. Greenfiber reserves the right to cancel, modify
or change the permission in these guidelines at any time at its sole
discretion. For further information about use of the Greenfiber name
and trademarks, please contact laura.woodford@greenfiber.com.

Greenfiber Contact:
Laura Woodford
Senior Marketing Manager
704.379.0680
laura.woodford@greenfiber.com
Images, logos, and other digital resources
are available in the Greenfiber toolbox:
greenfiber.com/retailers/retailer-toolbox
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